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Two weeks until PCSC Championships:
SU's last chance to qualify for nationals

Wet campus puts
student leaders
in hot water
Sean Towey
Staff Writer

Jackie

Canchola

The Spectator

Chris Coley and Anna Vanha are, so far, the only Seattle University swimmers to qualify for nationals

Leah Newcomb
Staff Writer
Last Friday, the Seattle University men's

swim team combined

forces with the Simon Fraser
men's team to compete against the
NCAA Division I men's team at
the University of Washington.
"The women had a meet earlier in the season where it was just
them. It was just kind of balancing
out the meet line-up," said Chris

Coley, junior psychology and philosophy major. "[Combining the
teams] was just kind of a relationship building thing."
Though the University of
Washington won the meet 11282, Seattle University exhibited
stiff competition.
"You challenge yourself to be
better by racing teams that are
better," said Craig Mallery, head
coach.
Mallery was thrilled by the

"The wins that

we

did have

Seattle University students are
involved with a variety of issues.
Just glancing at the posters hanging in the Student Center can demonstrate to an outsider how deeply
the student body care about the
environment, social justice and
alcohol.
Many students responded to the
red poster with party cups attached
to it by coming to the Alcohol Forum on Jan. 25 and voicing their
concerns about the culture ofalcohol at Seattle University. Other students responded by stealing some
of the cups for their own personal
use.
Scheduled and hosted by the
Student Entertainment andActivi-

response to the administrations rising concern about alcohol use on
campus and at school functions.
"The administration doesn't
want to regulate without input
from students," said Katie Lesseg,
a senior philosophy and management major and current president
of SEAC, "which I think is really
The first rumors about such a
forum came from an e-mail sent
out to the student body by Lesseg
after this year's Fall Ball. Visibly intoxicated students as well as vomiting on the buses and in the facility's
restrooms were considered an embarrassment
for Seatde University.
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Olympic Sculpture Park opens

were pretty awesome," said Kat

Cuevas, assistant coach and former
SU swim team member.
Many Division I swim teams
have separate coaches and schedules for men's and women's teams
which is why the UW
women's team did not

El

Weather anomalies beg the
question of climate change
To many, the bizarre weather
that is wreaking havoc in Seattle and all over the world may
seem apocalyptic. After all, who
wouldn't be reminded of biblical
stories of the end of the world or
even movies like "The Day After
Tomorrow," especially with the
clouds swirling overhead that
constantly threaten more rain for
the Pacific Northwest? Is every
mid-winter downpour, in fact,
bringing us closer to the end of
the world?
As everyone from meteorologists to environmentalists have
concluded, weather patterns that

have caused this year's atypical
weather could be the result of
global climate change, or a consistent change in the Earth's average
temperature. While some claim
that the weather is due mostly to
El Nino, the warming of ocean
waters that occurs approximately
every five years, many experts
claim that the trend is not enough
to explain why 2006 was one of
the warmest years on record.
"We have natural cycles [of
weather]," said Brenda Ekwurzel,
a climate scientist with the Union
of Concerned Scientists, in an interview in last week's US News
and World Report. "[But] global
warming is adding warmth on top
of that cycle."

Friday
february 2, 2007

Saturday
february 3, 2007

Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
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"Changes in our regions weather
due to climate change would be average changes over a long period;
you couldn't really say that a single
windstorm or rainy month was due
directly to that," said Dr. Trileigh
Tucker, director ofthe environmental studies program at Seattle University. "But over [the next] decade
or two, we might see more frequent
occurrences ofsuch rainy
periods than during the
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chalk up entirely to something like
global warming, it could be part
of a trend toward more extreme
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Olympic Sculpture Park, the Seattle Art Museum's outdoorpark on
the north end of Seattle's waterfront officially opened on Jan. 20.

Alexander Calder's 39-foot high steel sculpture "Eagle"
is one of several mammoth sculptures that dominate the
landscape. Admission to the park is free to the public.
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Vera Project exposes talent
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Women's basketball wins again
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Night owls out of luck at SU
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Seattle not alone in strange weather patterns
D
While Seatde has experienced one of the rainiest
seasons on record, other
of
the United States have
regions
experienced their own patches of
strange weather.
In the Northeast region, for example, snow came to the residents of
New York City later in the year than
it ever has before, arriving on Jan. 10.
Even more puzzling were the cherry
blossoms found blooming in Washington, D.C. almost four months
ahead of schedule. In Colorado,
weekly blizzards have turned residential areas into war zones and have
stranded passengers at Denver International Airport for sizable stretches
of time, causing scientists and citizens
alike to wonder what will be next for
the unstoppable weather.
These occurrences may have

[Global warming]
impacts our society

scientifically, politically
and economically in

a way that no other
issue does.
Bryson Nitta
Freshman

caused a bit of worry, but they have
also done a job of getting people
to focus on the issues of global climate change. The negative effects of
greenhouse gas emissions and other
damaging forms of pollution seem
to have finally given concerned environmentalists a way to show people
the danger that faces the future of the
environment.

"lf we don't alter the path we
going to be
facing severe and drastic changes,"
said Katrina Anderson, junior ecological studies and biology major
and president of the Green Energy
Coalition (GEC). "[This includes]
a loss of biodiversity, species extinction, a rise in sea levels and even
more severe weather patterns."
The GEC is a student-run group
on campus that hopes to raise
awareness on environmental issues
by adding a student voice to conversations about global warming
and green energy. Currently, they
are working on passing a proposal
that would make electricity used on
campus 100 percent renewable. In
April, they plan to hold a Climate
Change rally that likely will further
their attempt to make students take
a second look at the condition of
the environment.
But they are not alone. Other
students and staff have helped the
GEC expand on this mission. Several energy conservation measures
have been implemented on campus
thanks to people like Sustainability
Coordinator Karen Price and SU's
Environmental Awareness Committee. The Climate Justice Summit, being held at the University
of Washington starting on Feb. 2,

Electric) have recently joined together in order to cut carbon dioxide emissions, working with environmental groups to formulate a
strategy for more sustainable industry. This marks a turning point for a
corporate world that has traditionally turned a blind eye to environmental issues.
The weather even has President
George W. Bush and the more conservative members of Congress admitting for the first time that global
warming is a major issue.
A bill was recently passed that
will protect the lives of polar bears,
who have become endangered due
to the melting of ice in their natural
habitats. By approving the bill, the
administration found itselfadmitting that the effects of global climate change, and global warming
in particular, are real and observable.
Bush also addressed the need for
renewable energy and an end to reliance on foreign oil in last Tuesdays
State of the Union address, tactics
he hopes to use to "confront the
serious challenge of global climate

is also

like]

are currently on, we are

expecting wide attendance

from SU students and faculty.
"[Unlike war], global warming
is an issue that effects everyone,"
said Bryson Nitta, a freshman environmental studies major and one of
the students who brought a screening of the film "An Inconvenient
Truth" to campus on Tuesday. "It
impacts our society scientifically,
politically and economically, in a
way that no other issue does."
In national news, 10 of the
United States' largest companies
(including DuPont and General

We aren't God. We don't have
a crystal ball to see into thefuture.
And there is no planet that we
know of with a global ecosystem
even comparable to Earth's.
So how can we expect to know
what theories ofglobal warming
most ofwhich come from widely
credible sources are accurate?
If you are an academic who
focuses on the hard sciences or
the loser of the 2000 presidential
election, you'll likely believe that
global warming is just that: a real
issue that is undeniable, heating
our world up with human actions
to blame.
However, if you are in the
public majority (or are the current
president of the United States)
you likely have a widely different
view on what the global warming
debate is all about. Maybe, you
could reason, the recent weather
-

—

disasters and frequent storms are
explainable through some other
phenomena. There is a gap in acceptance of global warming theories
between the scientific community
and the public, and the public has
many theories to choose from.
The scientific consensus follows
that global warming is a directresult
ofhuman activities that has led to
the gradual warming ofour planet,
according to Richard Young, associate professor ofpolitical science.
"Consensus is reached when at
least two-thirds of the group agree,"
he said, acknowledging that it is a
rare "rogue" professor who rejects

the theory ofhuman-induced global warming.
But who needs science, when
you are presented with such theories as these:
1. The "Sun is Getting Honer"
Theory: This theory argues that 10
to 30 percent of the rising temperatures on our earth are due to
an increase in the amount of solar
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change."
All of this should be viewed as a
success for those aware of the danger of global warming.
"[The] Sea-level rise [in a place
Bangladesh could be disastrous," said Tucker. "People living
in poverty with no place to move
may lose their homes and livelihoods. Already there are agricultural areas in low-lying nations,
especially South Sea islands, that
are no longer usable because of
saltwater contamination from rising sea levels."
The impacts would be far reaching.
"There could be many direct
economic impacts of global warming in addition to threats to peo-

What's your global warming theory?
Maia Curran
Volunteer Writer

Michael Fehrenbach

output. The Duke University physics department in 2005 did research
for this theory. However, even with
their findings they still did not reject the basic premise that global
warming is occurring due to human actions.
2. The "Why should we worry,
our creative forces can handle anything" Theory; Proponents of this
belief argue that humanity has always relied on innovation to push
society to the next stage, and so
when push comes to shove with
global warming, we will be able
to handle it. This theory accepts
that the earth is warming but argues that there is no need to panic
because innovation will intervene
when it's imperative.
3. The "global warming is a ploy
to create a global state" Theory; On
their website, Cutting Edge a radical Christian website dedicated to
"the Biblical prophecy of the New
World Order' claims that global
warming has been scientifically en-

-

Seattle's recent weather has been anything but normal, moving from
snowy cold one day to clear blue skies and sunshine the next.

pie's lives, homes and agriculture,"
Tucker said, "not to mention the
effects on plant and animal species
who must find ways to migrate as
the climate warms around them."
While Northwesterners probably won't have to worry about

gineered as a means of controlling
the masses. They believe that history has had other great misconceptions including the belief that the
earth is flat and the sun revolves
around the earth, and global warming is no different.
4. The "Michael Crichton's 'State
ofFear'" Theory; In his novel, the
Jurassic Park mastermind concludes
that the global warming theory is

an ark to escape a biblical
flood, they may be witnessing what
is the beginning of a long trend of
global climate change.

building

Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu

more educated and comprehensive arguments against global
warming. One such individual is
Bjorn Lomborg, director of the
Copenhagen Consensus Center.
He calls himself "The Skeptical
Environmentalist," and instead
of theorizing an alternate explanation to global warming, Lomborg makes his point by attacking
claims made by environmentalists
of the 19705.
He criticizes two important
fundamental claims first, that
our natural resources are running
out and second, that our population is growing to the point that
basic food sustenance will soon be

"politicized science" comparable
to the support ofeugenics (a belief
that intervention can shape certain
hereditarytraits) in the early twentieth century. Although Crichton
writes fiction, his book has been
widely read and accepted as a logical and plausible theory.
unavailable.
5. The "Global Warming is
While these arguments have
Cyclical" Theory: Following the been accepted, the scientific complot of the movie "The Day After munity has heavily criticized his
Tomorrow," this theory holds that book, also titled "The Skeptical
for over 2.5 million years there had Environmentalist." Their argubeen 50 glacial and interglacial pement? That although he didn't
riods where the earth cools considblatantly lie, many of his claims
erably then eventually warms back are intentionally misleading.
up for a short while before cooling
Maia can be reached at
again.
There are others who present curranm@seattleu.edu
-
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Students ring in another successful Students use alcohol
week of international culture
forum as an opportunity
to speak their minds

n'Tall

Ball was not the
impetus for the forum," said Lesseg. "It

Jackie

Canchola

The Spectator

j

Scott Blakeman and Dean Obeidallah, comedians, kept the laughs rolling last Wednesday in the Bistro,

Erik Nielsen
Staff Writer

prise to Thai Pham, junior biology
major and International Dinner

volunteer.
With the pounding of traditional Brazilian carnival music, Seattle
University's 30th annual International Dinner drew to a close amid
thunderous applause. As the final
event in a week long lineup, the
end of the dinner also signaled the
completion 0f2007s International
Week.
Comprised of 15 official events
and several peripheral ones such
as the international themed "Courageous Conversations" lunch series
the goal of International Week
was to promote understanding and
expose students to cultures foreign
to their own.
While most of the events were
open to everyone, the "Say My
Name" seminar was only open
to faculty and staff. According to
Faizi Ghodsi, executive director of
student services and director of the
International Student Center, there
were a number offactors that influenced this decision, primary among
them being space considerations.
"[The seminar] was held at the
International Student Center, and
so we only had a capacity for about
30 people," said Ghodsi. "The idea
[for the seminar] came from a faculty member in the School ofBusiness. Since [it] was generated by
them, we thought we'd just experiment with it and see how it would
go. It went really, really well."
Because of the popularity of the
seminar, Ghodsi said that serious
consideration would be given to repeating the seminar next year and
opening it to students.
With a crowd of over 600 people and tickets accidentally being
oversold, the most popular event
for students was the International
Dinner. As the grand finale to a
week of celebration, the International Dinner combined performances and food from around the
world.
"From the comments that we're
hearing from people, they're having
a great time," said Ghodsi. "Our
students worked really hard and
the great thing about this is how
students of the world have come
together to organize this event."
Despite having more guests
than last year, everything seemed
to run smoothly, which was a sur-

—

"It's not as chaotic as I was expecting," said Pham. "There's a lot more
people here than last year and [so] I
was expecting it to be worse."
Among the attendees were
members of the Seattle University
administration, including Fr. Steven
Sundborg, S.J., president of Seattle
University.
"One thing that impresses me
so much is how many friends of
our university are here," he said.
"I've been walking around meeting
as many people as I can and there
are a lot of people here who don't
even speak English but are friends
of Seattle U."

There are a lot of
people here who

don't even speak

English but are friends
of Seattle U.
Fr. Stephen Sundborg
President

Rob Kelly, vice president for
Student Development, was also in
attendance and enjoying himself

thoroughly.
"The dinner tonight is wonderful, and this is a testament of how
important international students are
to our community," he said.
While everyone seemed to be
having a good time, some confusion did arise as to how to eat some
of the food served.
"The only problem with the International Dinner is the appetizers
needed to come with step-by-step
instructions as to how to eat [them],"
said Elizabeth Yandl, sophomore
humanities in teaching major.
As one of the donors, a representativefrom the Canadian Consulate
General of Seattle was among the
guests ofhonor.

"We've been involved with the
international programs for quite
some time," said Kim Latch, political consul and first-time International Dinner attendee. "One
of our priorities is the promotion

ofCanada Studies and supporting
any exchange that involves Canadians andAmericans sitting down and
learning more about each other."
In addition to sponsoring and
maintaining a presence at international cultural events like SU s InternationalWeek, Latch explained that
part of the mission of the Canadian
consulate is to facilitate cultural exchange by supporting Canada specific programs and events such as
Canadian Film Festivals.
Like Latch, Fr. Glenn Butterworth SJ, assistant to the dean of
students, was also attending his first
International Dinner.
"It's fantastic," he said. "The programs are so diverse and everyone
seems so excited and they're getting
into it and participating, they're not
just eating."
While the International Dinner
was sold out, other events during the
week also saw their fare share ofsuccess. One popular activity was the
Irish step dance exhibition held at
Cherry Street Market, which drew a
large and enthusiastic crowd.
"You never know with the events
in Cherry Street if people are just
going to go to dinner and there will
happen to be an event there or if
they actually come to see it," said
Jessica Mervis, activities coordinator
for the International Student Center activities. "At some of the other
performances we had at Cherry
Street, I noticed people were sitting in the other sections and not
watching, but [the Irish step dancing] did seem to bring in a lot more

justrenewed a discussion that has
been going on for a while."
Ultimately, beyond openly talking about the issue Lesseg wanted
to ensure that alcohol would not
be taken away from SEACs main
activities: Fall Ball, Battle of the
Bands and Quadstock.
"In my experience, it's not the
students in the beer garden who
are causing the problems," said
Lesseg. "It's the underage kids who
want to be drunk the enure time
so [they] take seven shots before
heading out."
On the night of the forum,
the Piggot Auditorium was about
75 percent full with Residential
Assistants, members of ASSU as
well as students not as involved on
campus. Also in attendance were
Kelly and President Fr. Stephen

ics major, took the microphone
and began challenging the actions

of certain student leaders.
"We don't talk about alcohol
said Alston. "Some
specifics,"
in
of the people puking at Fall Ball
were members of the Pure Health
and Action Team. These are our
leaders doing it."
Later on, Alston took the microphone again and performed an
impromptu vote about Facebook,
asking how many students would
gladly share their Facebook profiles with Sundborg. Among those
who raised their hands were Duong "Young" Truong, ASSU president and communication studies
major.

Photos of student

leaders lining up

Sundborg, S.J.
Though the discussion was
based on three main questions,
the two hours touched on numerous alcohol-related subjects. From
whether or not alcohol was a legitimate problem to the role of Public
Safety and RAs as enforcement, ar-

body shots

guments and counter-arguments
ran rampant.
One studentwholived in Campion Hall complained about "consisrendy having ro step over passed
out people in the bathroom or in
the hall just to get to my room,"

"Really, Young? You would be
okay with chat?" asked Alston, to
which Troung nodded in accord.

Another student talked about
going to an RA for help after
drinking too much for fear of be-

not

ing written up. This seemed to be a

largely held sentiment for many of
the freshman at the forum.
Several R.A.s stated that their
training told them to take care of
the student first, and worry about
writing them up later.
"I feel that there is a profound
ignorance about alcohol in this nation at this age group," said one
RA from Xavier. "RAs are here to
help."
One issue that came up repeatedly was that of student leaders
and whether or not they had a responsibility to set an example.
The tension ran deep as Michael Alston, sophomore econom-

[...]

just

isn't appropriate.
Michael Alston
Sophomore Economics Major

'"Well, why don't you go bring it

up?"

Troung began walking to the
podium, but Lesseg said he didn't
have to.
"I just bring it up because I've
seen Troung s profile and there are
photos of him with alcohol," said
Alston. "Photos ofstudent leaders
lining up body shots where anyone
can see them just isn't appropriate.
If we want the culture of alcohol
on campus to change, then that's
going to have to start with student
leaders."

Sundborg ended the night with
several comments ofhis own.
"There's always been drinking at SU," he said. "But I dont
remember there ever being a discussion about it. As a president I
couldn't be prouder."

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu

people."
For some

events,

however, the

minimal. Despite being held in the library and having a
free buffet, the Latin American Art
Exhibition drew a smaller crowd
than expected.
"I think a lot of people came,
took a look at it and left really
quick," said Mervis. "We were hoping to have more people lingering
and hanging around more."
Still, for everyone involved, the
week overall was considered a huge
success.
"The week as a whole, we're very
happy with," said Mervis. "We had
a lot of new and different kinds
events, which is exciting."
turnout was

Meaghan Driscoll

The Spectator

The mood was tense last at last week's Alcohol Forum, where stu-

Erik can be reached at
erik@kythra.net

dent leaders addressed on-campus alcohol abuse.
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Early bird alumni converge

For one man, doing the right
thing can mean risking your life

Seated in a dark green armchair

Jules Butlers upstairs apartment
amidst a myriad ofactivity, I have
no idea that I am about to embark
on a cool, collected and eloquently laid out journey encompassing
vivid memories of a horrific night
10 days ago.
Smiling and gracious, Butler
and his wife Samantha treat me
more like a good friend than the
reporter who has come to ask questions about events which involved
triumph and tragedy. But they
shouldn't be surprised: it's not everyday you get the chance to save
a life.
Samantha is cooking dinner for
the two of them after having just
in

fed their 11 month old daughter
Charlotte, whom Butler is playing with while sitting on a futon
couch. Their beagle Murphy is
whining and jumping up and
down behind a child gate for the
opportunity to come out and greet
the new people in his home.
With all of this activity going on my gaze shifts towards the

partially fogged over sliding glass
doors which affords a wide open
view of an expansive yard endings
at a shallow shoreline that empties
into Martha Lake.
The lake is tranquil, its darkness
broken up by the soft glow of lights
protruding from the houses on the
other side of the shore.
Living on Martha Lake or
any lake for that matter usually
conjures up images of peace and
relaxation intermingled with the
screaming and splashing of kids,
family barbecues and sun wor—

-

shippers.

hard, he recalls. The ice covering
the lake was three quarters of an
inch thick in some places and Butler had to chop his way through
with a paddle.
But he never wavered in his
endeavors to rescue the two boys
in immediate danger. Around 9:30
p.m. Butler and his wife heard
screams "which were coming clearly
from the middle of the lake."
"[The] only thing that I knew
was that somebody had fallen into
the lake. I didn't know age or how
many," Butler says. "They had
clearly fallen in and needed help."
Butlers initial reaction was to
have his wife call 911 as he bounded down the stairs, grabbed his canoe and ran to the shore.
The quick response of the But-

lers and their neighbors saved Keith
Dunn, 15, who said he went into
the freezing waters to try to rescue
a friend who fell through the ice as
they walked across Martha Lake.
Seth James, also 15, wasn't as fortunate. A rescue diver found his body
nearly two hours later.
Since that night, Buder has been
honored by KIR07 AM radio as a
community hero. KIR07 also tried
to send him money, which Buder
felt demeaned the act.
"I felt that the offer of money
cheapened what I did and turned
it into a transaction," he says. "So
I donated the money."
For Butler, his response in a time
of crisis comes as no surprise.
"Going out there and helping
them is consistent with the kind
ofperson I want to be, the kind of
person I want to hang out with and
the kind of person I respect," he
says. "It is also the kind ofperson I
want to encourage others to be."
He also believes that it is very
important for everyone to lead by
example and that we should all be
willing to help each other in times

But for the residents who live
along the East Shore of Martha
Lake, Jan. 16 became the night
that their collective perceptions of ofperil.
Butler notes that he has been
what lake living has come to symbolize dramaticallychanged.
approached by people who say that
if they were faced with the same
"You look around and everything looks completely normal and situation they don't know if they
everything should be fine," Butler would be able to do what he did.
To this, his response is simple:
says. "And then you look out and
realize that is the spot where some"If we are willing to show up
one died, and that is the path I
and willing to do what we think is
took to get to them."
right, we are able to find strength
Butler, a second year student that we don't even know we have.
at the Seattle University School
Some things are worth risking
of Law, remembers how much for."
trouble he had on that cold, icy

Tuesday night. Just to paddle 50
yards from the dock was extremely

Casey can be reached at
penaluna@seattleu.edu

Cowtesy JulesButler

Jules Butier, shown here with his 11 month old daughter Charlotte, became a local hero after saving the life of a teenager on
MarthaLake.

Jackie Canchola
Staff Photographer

[

Casey Penaluna
Staff Writer

31, 2007

What most students at Seattle
University don't realize is that there
are more than 58,000 living alumni,
and more than 36,000 of them live
in Washington state; of those, more
than 12,000 reside in Seattle alone.
"Alumni Relations' mission is to
create and promote opportunities
for SU alumni to connect with the
SU community through its diverse
programs, services and endeavors,"
saidLeilani Balais, assistant director
ofAlumni Relations. A current student is officially considered an alum
after completing 45 credits.
"We don't just wait until a person
graduates from SU to connect with
them, but rather we try to connect
with students as soon as they arrive
on campus in their first year and
help to enhance their overall SU
experience," said Balais.
Every academic year Alumni
Relations organizes four breakfasts,
bringing an average of 100 people
to each event.
"We work with all the schools
and colleges in bringing in alumni
and friends of the university from
various professions to ensure diversity of our breakfast keynote speakers," said Balais. "We also invite a
faculty member to speak on an existing academic program that would
connect to the guest speaker and

topic."
The most recent breakfast, which
took place Jan. 25, had keynote
speaker Dr. Brian J. McMahon of
the class of 1967 and Dr. Sue Jackels from the Chemistry Department
speak on her research to help coffee
farmers create organic green coffee
in Nicaragua.

The Spectator

Jackie Canchola

Fr. Stephen Sundborg, SJ has a laugh over breakfast at the Alumni
Relations breakfast last Thursday at the Harbor Club downtown.
After graduating, McMahon began his career in medical research
and disease prevention at University
of Washington Medical School. He
was sent to Alaska when he got a
letter from President Nixon during wartime and practiced medicine while there. It was in Alaska
that McMahon noticed that over
10 percent of the population was
chronically infected with Hepatitis
B virus (HBV).
This statistic motivated McMahon to conduct the first studies to
determine the impact of Hepatitis
B vaccine in rural Alaska. He later
moved to Anchorage to work at
the Alaska Native Medical Center,
where he led a program that provided Hepatitis B vaccine to all susceptible persons and started routine
infant immunizations in the early
1980s.
These days, McMahon is internationally recognized for his expertise in clinical management and
prevention ofviral Hepatitis, and his
career-long commitment to improving the health ofAlaska natives. His

extensive research has contributed to
halting the spread of Hepatitis B in
endemic areas and devising rational
immunization practices for Hepatitis B and Hepatitis A in the United
States and around the world.
"He is a proud SU alum and he
wanted to share his stories and experiences with members of the university community, a university that
helped shape him into the person he
is today," said Balais.
One tip that McMahon gave at
the breakfast especially aimed at
current freshmen was to try a variety of courses.
"It is good to have a background
other
in
disciplines like business for
and
philosophy to ask quesbudgets
tions until you choose something
you are passionate about," he said.
The next alumni breakfast will
also be at The Harbor Club in
downtown Seattle with speaker Jim
Whittaker, the first American to successfully climb Mt. Everest.
-

—

Jackie can be reached at
canchola@seattleu.edu

Student working to improve state of health in Zambia
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
For one Seattle University student, the daily worries of college life
have been left behind and global issues are now his focus as he embarks
on a unique journey abroad.
Zachary Thornhill, junior social
work major and Sullivan Scholar, arrived in Lusaka, Zambia on Jan. 13
where he has teamed up with Catholic Relief Services to work on an ongoing project that includes planning
for home-based, anti-retroviral care
programs and activities for orphans
and vulnerable children.
Thornhill didn't just pack up his
bags and jump on a plane to Zambia. He was accepted into the International Development Internship
Program (IDIP) and also received
the Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship for study abroad.
It is a nationally competitive study
abroad grant that is sponsored by the
U.S. Department ofState Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairsand
funded by Congress.
The IDIP program is a 17-credit,
three-phase academic program designed for both undergraduate and
graduate students and provides
placements in Asia, Africa and Latin
America.
Students who are interested in
joining the program must be in junior standing and have a minimum

3.0 grade point average. After submission of the application, students
are then interviewed by program
representatives like director Janet

Quillian.

"I liked Zach personally, and he
seemed to be mature and his motivations were good," she said of her
experience in accepting Thornhill
into the program.
The program is intended to inspire in students a lifelong commitment to the Jesuit mission of service
and promotion of social justice. And
the hopes for Zach's experience
abroad are just the same.
"I'm hoping the students learn
about other people who are less
fortunate and really see the reality
of what this global world is really
about," said Quillian. "I want them
to feel they have made a contribution in some way through their in-

ternship."
Since arriving in Zambia's capital
weeks ago, Thornhill has been
taking his time in adjusting to life
abroad.
"I've only been in Lusaka, the
capital, and it's highly westernized
and urbanized," said Thornhill.
But his preparation with I DIP
has helped him get ready for his international work.
"The IDIP program prepares
us fairly well to deal with issues
addressing Africa," Thornhill said,
"and through my own research, I
two

feel like I am prepared to help CRS
with their endeavors."
As Thornhill applies himself and
his knowledge of international development, his time spent in Zambia through March 20 is looking
beneficial for both the cause and his
experience in general.
"What excites me for him is how
it brings together both his academic
background and the social work and
experiences on Calcutta Club," said
Robin Craggs, director of Education Abroad. "He gets to look at
challenges of human services and
development and gets the opportunity to analyze social services at a

policy level."
And that's just what is planned
for Thornihill.
For now, he is in the town ofLusaka but soon enough he will head
north to a town called Ndola. There,
he will prepare two weeks offield visits that will consist of visiting villages
and doing program analysis on all
aspects ofRAPIDS, which is a group
project including World Vision, Africare and other non-governmental
organizations.
Interested in participating in the
IDIP program? Visit the website at

www.seatdeu.edu/idip to get more
information or begin the application
process.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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A new quarter, a new year: ASSU's big plans
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
After much time spent planning
and ironing out the creases of their
organization, ASSU has revealed
that it plans to be a stronger presence on campus for the winter
quarter.

"A lot oflast quarter was us finding what we could be successful at,
fitting into our roles. There was a lot
of planning for future events [and]
laying groundwork," said Hallie
Hostetter, junior class representative, political science and philosophy major. "What you're going to
see a lot more this quarter is seeing
those goals and plans come to fruition."

We had the advantage of getting our
issues with each other

out there early on. The
accountability aspect

has really paid off.
Emily James
Senior at-large representative

During fall quarter, ASSU experienced internal tensions with the
accountability of its representatives,
but since then Hostetter said that
the representatives have come to-

gether as team.
"We had the advantage of getting our issues with each other out

there early on. Hie accountability
paid off," she said.
"It just took us time to shake every-

aspect has really

thing off."
Now that the ASSU representatives have fit into their roles more

comfortably and streamlined the
processes and plans, Emily James,
senior at-large rep, political science
and economics major, said she
is excited to see the plans implemented.
"Reps are really branching out of
the office this quarter," said James.
"So many things that are happening
are happening in conjunction with
other departments."
James, who wants to focus on
ASSU's academic involvement, is
helping to work towards academic
salons with the International Student Center.
Shawn Wilkinson, residential
representative and international
studies major who recently moderated the Bessie Burton forum, plans
to solidify the relationship between
ASSU and Residence Hall Associa-

Jackie Canchola
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ASSU representatives raise their hands at a meeting last Wednesday. The organization has outlined the
issues they plan to focus on this quarter, which include addressing the State of the Student Survey.

tion.

forums, students can expect some of
their complaints to be heard.
Last year's State of the Student
Survey (SOS), recently analyzed by
Duong Truong, ASSU president
and communication studies major,
brought up several concerns that
ASSU plans to address.
At a meeting on Jan. 24 Truong
revealed overwhelming statistics of
student discontent about certain
aspects at the university, including
study space and facilities.
What Truong referred to as last

With theresults of the SOS, Truong plans to direcdy address student
concerns. Although he said ASSU
cannot accomplish all of the improvements students would like to
see, he said a 24-hour computer lab
and extending Night Hawk services
are changes within ASSU's grasp.
Beyond addressing these student
desires, ASSU will also be hosting
a forum for students to come and
take their concerns, criticisms and
ideas, as well as hear the progress
representatives have made on their

"I want to get student activities
the halls more, utilize that
space and bring more life to the residence halls," said Wilkinson.
For Hostetter the next area to
focus on includes tying in advocacy with the events ASSU hosts.
Her "Show Your Love" benefit that
takes place Feb. 14 will combine a
fun event that Hostetter said is "very
much in the Jesuit tradition."
The money raised by the event,

Wilkinson. "It feels like when you're
sewing and you're just pulling the

which includes a dinner and dance,

quarters "housekeeping" is accom-

projects.

string

will be donated to Childhaven,
whose efforts go towards preventing child abuse and neglect.
In addition to hosting events and

plished, and now he wants to focus

"Honestly, the only thing I'm
worried about is people getting

thing's getting stitched in place."

to go into

on increasing student involvement
and communicating effectively with
the student body.

burnt out," said Hostetter, who
had no reservations going into this

quarter

despite the large

amount

of

events and projects. "We're in such
a good place right now and so many

people are doing so many things and
so much good, it's exhausting."
While the reps may be exhausted, there will not be a shortage of
events, and as James said, students
can expect to recognize
the events as well.

diversity in

"I think this is going to be an
action packed quarter for sure," said

to

tighten

the seam.

Every-

Jessica can be reached at
vangiide@seattleu.edu

Dispatches from Cambodia: Phnom Penh on fire with life
Michael Phillips
Volunteer Writer
The sun is setting in Phnom
Penh, piercing the smog and casting an eerie red glow over the skyline that makes it almost look as
if buildings were burning in the
distance. The contemporary American urban critic Jane Jacobs once
bemoaned the death throes of the
state-side city and cited as, among
its causes, the rising tide of sububanization and the end of mixeduse dwelling. Living, working,
selling, dwelling, learning, making,
manufacture and worship, all integrated into the neighborhood.

American cities were and still
are losing the characteristics that
made them truly vital. In the process, society fragments into suburbs
and sub-developments and houses
and SUV's with no more life on
the street but instead community
locked behind the cell phone and
computer screen and the T.V.
Jane Jacobs, who recendy passed
away, would be heartened to know
that the mixed use street and vital
urbanity are still alive and well here
on the other side of the world.
I'm sitting in a cafe in Phnom
Penh, Cambodia, on the corner of
one of the city's side streets. This
Khmer (ethnic Cambodian) restaurant specializes in fruit shakes,
bizarrely flavored buckwheat pan-

cakes and crepes. When was the last
time you had buckwheat pancakes
with eggplant and bleu cheese, or
bacon, onions and green peppers?
The fruit shakes are hardly your
usual fare either. Carrot and beetroot, anyone? Nature & Sea, the
cafe I'm in, would fit comfortably in
Seatde, with it's promise of organic,
untreated, GMO free produce and
line caught fish. It sits on the top of
a four-story building. At one time it
was probably just a roof, before the
woven ceilings and frame added a
new capacity to the building. Below
are two floors of residences, and on
the ground level are two more restaurants. One advertises specialty
coffees and Khmer food. The other
is an open, airy cafe specializing in
"classic British pub fare" and offering 75 cent happy-hour drafts.
Across the street are open vendor stands, hawking newspapers
and books and magazines and tshirts and just about anything else
someone might shop for. On the
curb there aren't so much sidewalks as there are gaps where vendors have moved their booths back
from the street -someone has set up
their own gas station, feeding the
putt-putt-putt of the motos that
pervade the streets.
Behind them is a Pagoda, a Buddhist temple and sanctuary. To my
right, three stories, with clothes
hung from the terrace wrapped
-

Phnom Penh, BKKI rarely experiences the rolling blackouts that
characterize life for the capital's
residents. Restaurants like Nature & Sea serve a large ex-patriot
community, as well as the hordes
of tourists and backpackers who
swarm in on weekends before trekdown the street the story is everyking out to the provinces. The rest
of the city is equally alive and diwhere the same.
verse, but in a different way, lacking
the bizarre Anglo European kitsch
Unlike most of the rest that pervades BKKI.
Five doors down from Nature
of Phnom Penh, BKKI & Sea lives Phuran, the owner of
a small framing shop and my new
rarely experiences the landlord. On the ground floor, he
and his mother run the gallery.
They live above it, on the second
rolling blackouts that
floor. The third has another pair of
characterize life for the rooms and another pair of renters.
The fourth has a large opencapital's residents.
air balcony overlooking the street,
with a small room behind it that includes a bed, fan, table and adjacent
Welcome to "NGO-land," as bathroom: my home for the next
it is nicknamed. Phnom Penh's three months. My rent and room
Beoung Keng Kang One (BKK1) are comparably and comfortably
modest: $150 for rent, utilities,
neighborhood, a thoroughly western section of town, where the emlaundry and apparently medical
ployees of the non-governmental care from when I fell ill last week.
organizations both work and often The building in which I now live is
make their home and hamburgers perhaps 15 feet wide and 30 yards
are readily available alongside tradeep. Its size and interior are typical
of most buildings that line the
ditional Khmer food.
The neighborhood houses many city streets.
Phanith, my new Khmer teachheadquarters and has its own powof
the
er,
er grid. Unlike most
rest of
lives in the back of his store

around the top level. Partially

un-

furled straw screens shading an
art gallery and framing shop hang
from the edges of the terrace. On
the bottom floor is another pub,
this one hung with modern, metallic globe lamps, hanging above
small wicker tables. And up and

front, where he runs a successful
translation service catering to the
NGOs and teaching Khmer lessons on the side. Above it there is
another classroom, and one of his
employees rents a room. Someone
else rents the third floor. The house
and shops and stores are one.
Across from Phanith's shop is
a school. Among the restaurants,
internet cafes and small businesses
that line the street, you will often
hear the hum of machinery or the
harsh clank of steel. A closer look
might reveal a moto repair shop or
perhaps even a small factory.
All of the aspects oflife are out
on the street, in concert with the
others. Pedestrians wander out into

traffic to cross a busy thoroughfare and motos swerve and dodge
among them and each other. Bikes
pedal their way through the midst
of this dance. Everywhere, people
see people, and people interact with
one another. Amongst the shops,
hawkers call out to you and drivers offer to carry you through the
chaos on the back of their moto.
Out onto the streets, out into the
current. Out into the chaos of the
traffic, out into the bloodstream.
Jane Jacobs would be proud.
The streets of Phnom Penh are on
fire with life.
Michael can be reached at
mike.phillips.3@gmail.com
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Teach English in Japan

The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com

STUDENT LEADERSHIP

Enthusiastic and professional individuals are invited to apply to teach
English conversation to adults and/or children at one of our 300
AEON schools throughout Japan.

We will be interviewing in Portland, February 11-13.
BA/BS required. Spring/Summer grads may apply.
Japanese language or teaching experience not necessary.
Apply online by February 2nd
Visit our website: www.aeonet.com

Here's How!
Q Pick Up a Candidate Guide

o learn more about the

application

process, specific roles, and how to put your best foot forward
•

Show Your RED...
Become an OA

•

Online: www.seattleu.edu/getinvolved/leadership
Leadership Development: Pavilion 170

© Submit a Common Application and an/ Supplemental
Materials required for positions of interest to you.

Have fun while helping welcome

-

new students to SU!
Apply online at:
getinvolved@seattleu.edu
|

i

|

Applications are due by j
February 6th @

Coaching Positions
Holy Names Academy has the following paid coaching positions available: JV Lacrosse, JV Tennis,
Asst. Varsity Tennis, Track Throws and Jumps. The season starts Feb. 26 thru May 25. Interested
candidates please contact Athletic Director, Jana Kohler, Holy Names Academy, 728 21st Avenue
E, Seattle, 98112; 206-720-7831; jkohler@holynames-sea.org
-

For more information please con-

tact:
New Student and Family Programs
Pavilion 180
(206) 296-2525

Looking for ways

to

finance an educational program
campus?

on

Apply for an Educational Programs Fund (EPF) grant!!
Awards up to $1,000
Must be of benefit to the SU campus

Apply online
(http://www.seattleu.edu/getinvolved/activitics/EPF/EPF_lntro.asp)

For more information, contact Tim Wilson at

wilsont@seattleu.edu

I

Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915

SPEAK!

January 31, 2007
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Career Night for Women
Empowering Women to Become Leaders
EMAIL the help DESK!
HELPDESK@SEATTLEU.EDU

Thursday, February 8, 2007
6-8 PM

Student Center 130
Please RSVP by February 5 to:
Lauren St. Pierre
damhsoir@seattleu.edu

Bl

Pizza and Sodas will be served!

•

•

•

•

p

SUNGARD'HIGHER EDUCATION

#

Keys to successful networking
How to grow into leadership
Phases of career development
How to build leadership skills in the educational, non-profit,
and corporate worlds
The challenges and opportunities of difference: gender,
sexuality, race, and ethnicity and your career

r

r

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

—

jj|:■ ,

Four successful women leaders from the educational, non-profit, and
corporate world will discuss the following:
•

OFFICE OF

L

J

/

.
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GET INFORMATION!

VISIT OUR HOME PAGE

GET SOFTWARE*

STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Jr*k ENROLL
GET TRAINING!
TODAY"
*jr'

V_

#GET

CONNECTED!

MY.SEATTLEU.EDU

There will be time for networking and questions and answers

Organized by: Women Studies
Funded by: Wyco Fund

r

A GET HELP!

\|iW» KB.SEATTLEU.EDU/OIT

WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/OIT
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■ [ Because Aunt

Joan needed more

Botox®*. I

If\
■
She got a facelift, you got the tuition bill.

■|

All without the painful side effects.

f
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■

a Campus Door student loan can cover up to 100% of
youreducation costs, with online approval In less than a minute.
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Seattle gets a new venue with
Rose Egge
Staff Writer

of something larger.
On stage, members ofAitlen don't hold anything back. After a unique, often spooky, introLocal band Aiden doesn't care if you like them duction, these musicians storm the stage and let
or not. Nonetheless, people all around the world
loose a fury ofbuilt up energy. Bassist Nick Wigdo.
gins and guitarists Ibarra and Jake Wambold run
"I mean really, I could give a f—. If I spent around the stage throughout the set, throwing
all of my time worried about what people write guitars around their backs, spitting water into
on the Internet I would never leave my house.
the crowd and jumping offstage into their fans.
I would sit and become a psychotic, reckless Meanwhile Davidson rocks hard on the drums,
drinker who never left," lead singer Wil Frandoing stick tricks and screaming out every word
cis.
of their songs.
"Like, what people think about our music
While their gang vocals can sometimes sound
is fine. There's some people who hate us, and
strained, they nonetheless add to the overall inthere are some people who love us, get tattoos of tensity of the show and convey powerful emous, and you know, the music has really effected
tion.
change in their life," Francis simply stated.
Every great band requires a great frontman,
Despite this classic display of punk rock menand that has never been a problem for Aiden.
tality, Aiden has gained a vast fan base and sold Francis exudes the same intense energy as his
well over 100,000 records after 19 months of bandmates, but when he takes the stage, it would
non-stop touring.
be hard to notice the others if they weren't so
Since early 2005 they have been to Australia, good. Francis' presence commands the attention
all over America and Europe.
of every audience member. "As he throws his mike
"I just wanted to tour and tour and tour. I just around his vocals are bold and passionate, bringwanted to see theworld. I never dreamed that I'd ing fans into his world with every lyric.
get to tour with some of my heroes, with some
Throughout their show Aiden sustains a conof the people I really look up to. Play festivals nection with their audience. They reach out, both
physically and metaphorically
and touch the crowd. Francis
has even been known stand on
top of a mosh pit, being held
up by fans.

in front of hundreds of thousands ofpeople. It's
nuts," Francis exclaimed.
Touring has certainly paid offfor Aiden. All
over the US and abroad, they have developed a
cultic following of die hard fans who have the
bands lyrics or logo tattooed on themselves, follow the band on tour for weeks at a time and go
to extreme lengths to meet the guys.
"I love Aiden," said Dannie Crude from
Houston, TX. "The last concert that I saw them
at I was willing to sit in front of their tour bus
just to meet them."

be something they're not, they really feel like
they can just be themselves and enjoy the show
and have a good time."
So what's ahead for Aiden? Well one thing
is certain
they are not slowing down. After
a brief five week break, Aiden will head down
to Mexico Feb. 9-10 and then take off on The
Taste of Chaos Tour with The Used and Senses
Fail. From there they will headline their own
tour across the U.S. playing practically every day
until May, when they go back into the studio to
record their new album "Conviction," due out
in July or August.
While writing the new record, Francis has
taken a step beyond what listeners might expect
from a typical punk band.
"I've always kind ofpigeonholed my writing
to what I thought everyone else would think
was 'punk.' And I've just realized that punk rock
isn't a sound, it s not a drum sound or a vocal
melody or any of that. Its,an attitude. It's about
doing what you want to do and writing the s—
you wanna write. So I've been able to try new
—

-

things."
Ibarra is also enthusiastic about changes on
the new record and looks forward to playing
the songs live.
"I think sound-wise its gonna differ in that
it's still gonna sound like Aiden but it's like a
complete 180 from anything we've ever done.
There's a few songs that kinda sound like The
Killers meets U2 meets Aiden," he clarified with
a sheepish smile revealing his excitement.
Being on the road for so long has certainly
affected Aidcn's sound and should be evident on
the next record.
"There's a lot of stuff that we've experienced
on the road, that we had no idea about before,"
Davidson explained. "We just have so many
more influences now than we did [before]."
Over the past two years the members of Aiden were able to do many of the things they'd
dreamed oftheir whole life, being signed to Victory, playing the main stage on Warped Tour and
even headlining a sold out show at the famous
Astoria Theatre in London. How, all they want
is to keep going.
"I don't wanna be just a punk band that came
out and then just went away. I wanna write a
record that some people will listen to forever,"
Francis said. "I don't wanna conform to any genre
or scene or any ofthat bull s— that comes along
with music and trends. I really just wanna write
music that people wanna listen to forever."

During their set Aiden
keeps the crowd moving by
playing game-, with them,
including "The Braveheart
Game" where Francis parts
the mosh pit, claims one side
is the Scottish and one is the
English before the start of a
song and then has them crash
together.
"You have to see them
live to know what they're all
about," testified Tom Wojcik
Courtesy of Aiden
of Victory Records.
In fact Aiden's live show was one of the reasons why Victory Records decided to sign the
band in December of 2004.
"Everyone was just completely blown away by
them," said Wojcik. "I wanted as many people
as possible to see them live."
Aiden concludes each of their sets by commanding their fans to put their arms around
each other. Francis then tells them a similar version of what he said at the end of one show in
Chicago.
Rose can be reached at
"These are the kids you grew up with," he eggee@seattleu.edu
said. "These are the kids you'll grow old with.

Aiden has been served a large helping of unusual fan experiences, like the time in Scotland These are the guys that
when one adoring young man asked if he could will fight for you. These
kick guitarist Angel Ibarra in the shin. Ibarra are the kids that have
accepted the request, but regretted it moments had your back since day
later when he was knocked to his knees.
one. Together in this
But despite all the obscene body parts they've room we are a family."
Francis has expressed
signed and voodoo dolls they've been given, what
is refreshing about Aiden is that they have just as his desire to affect the
much love for their fans as the fens have shown fans through his muthem.
"We show them as much respect and give
them as much thanks as we possibly can. I think
a lot of bands kind of, lose perspective on how
important their fans are. We consider them the
sixth member of Aiden, completely," said drummer Jake Davidson.

Although Aiden has been fortunate enough
bill with the likes of HIM, 30 Seconds
to Mars and Hawthorne Heights, it is their own
live show that has recruited an army of Aiden
followers all over the world.
This is not a band you simply listen to. Attending one of their shows is to become a part
to share a

sic.
"One of the main
goals of this band or
aspirations is to make
people feel like they're
not alone. For me growing up, I didn't fit in
right, and I wasn't who
I wanted to be," Francis said. "What I really
want is, when kids show
up to the shows or listen
to the music, they feel
like they don't have to

The Vera Project: AI
Beginning
Lauren Padgett

Features Editor
Among slabs of plaster and fresh coats ofwl
between ladders and
and hardhats. It is a sleeping giant, a powerhoi
artistic talent located just downtown.
The Vera Projects new home, located in Sea
Snoqualmie Room, is buzzing with big ideas anc
After raising a million dollars over
the past year through everything
from underground concerts to
black-tie affairs, Vera is finally
ready to setde into a permanent
residence, after being vagrant for
a movement. It's lodged

so

long.
"Providing a place for younger

musicians and artists to volunteer,
work, perform and see shows is
significant to Seatde's music community," said Davey Brozowski,
lead singer oflocal rock bandsTall
Birds and The Catheters. "Without a place like Vera, people under
21 would miss out on seeing some
great bands and the opportunity
to learn how to make a show a
success."
Since 2000 the Vera Project |
has been an all ages, completely Meaghand Dr
volunteer-run nonprofit organization. It was created to cater to the The Vera
aesthetic desires ofSeatde's youth ribbon CI
and is funded in part by the city.
Vera has continually promoted a safe, structur
place for anyone to go and just listen to music
The Vera Project, Seatde's only all-ages venu<
cuts its welcome ribbon onTues., Feb. 20 follov
kickoff party that lasts all weekend. Headlining
will be Common Market, Greyskul and Youth
Records. These ArmsAre Snakes andAkimbo h
Feb. 24 concert.
Following the tradition of well-rounded ar
ment, Vera offerslimidess opportunities to pra<
sion.
Classes and training in silkscreening, graphic
lighting, audio/visual recording, hip hop, and
ing will all be featured at the new venue.
"We wantto experiment more, maybe try soj
some open mikes, do more to expand," Meli
director of the Vera Project said. "We're still |
classes and workshops, and smaller shows on
along with the Friday and Saturday shows."
The professional coordinators, volunteers
generally age from 15-25 and there is never a
activities or events to plan.
With internship opportunities ranging fro
shows to working the door at the venue, fror
;

Seattle's own Aiden hitting it big overseas

Lauren Padgett

Features Editor

—ii■iimiiiiiii 1111

Courtesy of Aiden

Francis greets a fan from inside his cab after playing a show at London's
historical venue The Astoria

Seattle University's own Party
at the Vatican can be heard rocking out the Campion basement
practice room two to three times
a week and is starting to get recognition across the city.
Described by drummer John
Englehardt as having an "alternative, indie pop-punk" vibe, Party
at the Vatican has developed'their
sound through extensive practice
and stage time.
Along with their recent acceptance into this year's Battle of the
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roject: A New

"Usually people who intern go on to play music, or into
something they want to do in music. Some old interns now
do things like write for "The Stranger, Seatde Weekly or for
record labels. It just depends," Quayle said.
The benefits are far reaching and extremely valuable for
young professionals.

Getting Started:
Local Music and
How Vera Wants to
Help

"It was one of the coolest volunteer opportunities I've
had to date," saidTeddyßupp, a junior electrical/mechanical engineering major. "It's cool because I got to work at the
shows and watch for free I got to see The Divorce."

Vera prides itself on providing the latest music out
of Seattle the opportunity to be heard.
Death Cab for Cutie began their career with the
Vera Project, as did the Blood Brothers, Minus the

events to organizing

office material, there is something for

everyone.

r andfresh coats ofwhite paint lies

between ladders and screwdrivers
ing giant, a powerhouse of young
t

downtown.

/home, located in Seattle Centers
zing with big ideas and high hopes.
liars over

-

erything

port the scene and

Older

the garage to the stage.
"Both of my bands have had a great relationship
with Vera," said Brozowski. "I have always enjoyed
playing shows there because the staff is so dedicated to
what they are doing, that no matter how many people
turn out for your show it will be a fun time."
Vera not only works to help artists get on stage,
but also to make sure they play with
other bands that compliment their

style.

finally

"It's really good to have people
that you would like to play with,
it makes it easier to book the show
if you come in saying, 'this is what
we can bring to the table,'" said
Quayle. "You don't want to come
in without any ideas and just say,
'Hey, love my band!' You need to
love us, too. We need to work hard

rmanent

;rant for

younger
jlunteer,

shows is
sic com-

jzowski,

indsTall
"With>le under
ngsome
ortunity
show a

Project

too.

—

icerts to

s

they're more loyal,

people just don't give a s
Getting stage-time and recognition is often one of
the hardest parts of being a part of the Seattle music
scene and Vera helps facilitate easy transitions from

together."
For upcoming bands just starting
Quayle recommends getting to
know the business. Participating in
the local scene, developing the music, business friendships with other
bands and creating well-made demos are all going to make the band
more appealing to Vera.
"It all shows that you love what
you do, you love your band," Quayle said.
Creative demos are a definite
out,

;

npletely

Meaghand Driscoll

The Spectator

Meaghan Driscoll

The Spectator

irganizaer to the The Vera Project's new home is in the Snoqualmie Room, located in Seattle Center is slated to begin its grand opening kickoff events starting with a
:s youth
ribbon cutting ceremony Tues., Feb. 20 and ending with two free concerts, Fri., Feb. 23 and Sat., Feb. 24.
the city.
noted a safe, structured, friendly
Rupp interned with Vera at their old venue and values Bear and Pretty Girls Make Graves, among other must.
d just listen to music.
her experience with the organization. She tried everything Washington groups.
"We love really nice, handmade demos, or anything
le's only all-ages venue, is slated to Vera had to offer.
"Sometimes they're just too big to play Vera [again]
that just stands out," Quayle stated. "Vinyl is always
n Tues., Feb. 20 followed by a free
"I got to work with sound, took a break-dancing class, but they love what we do," Quayle said ofVera's old fantastic. We like vinyl; it's the best thing ever. It's
weekend. Headlining Fri., Feb. 23 did screenprinting... it's the only thing of its kind. It's friends who have moved on to bigger things. "We're going to stick out from a stack of CDs any day."
Greyskul and Youth Movement definitely the most awesome internship in Seatde," Rupp really lucky to have that. Some of those bands have
One project Vera had done in the past was an art
Snakesand Akimbo head the Sat. stated.
played here when they weren't as big, but now they're exhibit of the best band artwork and demo creations
Vera trains those interested in audio and sound recordbands had sent in to them. They hope to continue
huge and we are really happy for them."
of
them
the
n
in recording situations.At
well-rounded art empowerBut no need to name drop Vera is only happy to that tradition with the new venue.
ing by actually placing
; opportunities to practice expresnew venue, a large room overlooking the stage is reserved
"There is this new wave [of music] coming up,"
help give local bands recognition.
for sound training and recording. A large loft at the back of
"This is so important, this is where people cut their Quayle said. "One of the biggest things coming out
silkscreening, graphic art, sound, the concert hall will house the speaker equipment manned teeth," exclaimed Quayle. "The music industry is so of Seattle right now is our hip hop scene, so now
irding, hip hop, and break-danccompletely by volunteers.
big in Seattle... Everyone is in a band, everyone wants Common Market, Blue Scholars and others are getthe new venue.
Vera is more than a concert hall. The two story venue has to be on stage or do something, start up a label, put ting big. It's just going to be so exciting to see where
Nt more, maybe try some comedy,
a sort ofcatwalk around the top, widi offices on that level,
out a new sound and something like an all-ages venue
it all goes and for Vera to have the opportunity to
ore to expand," Melissa Quayle, with plenty of room for projects throughout the week.
is really cool because it sees there is a need for it."
support that."
set said. "We're still going to do
The large silkscreen room towards die far end of the
and
shows
If you want to get involved, be sure to attend the
Having
always
participating in all-ages
nd smaller shows on weekdays, venue is where volunteers can create posters, design tee shirts is in favor of the band the younger crowds attend volunteer orientation, held the second Thurs. ofevery
and comic books, amongother things. Direcdy in front of concerts to listen to the music, not just to hang out month at 6 p.m. There you meet Vera coordinators,
1 Saturday shows."
dinators, volunteers and interns that room is a large community art wall.
at a bar.
hear of opportunities and sign up for events. The next
and there is never a shortage of
"You kind of choose your own adventure, as we like to
of
fans
our
are
under
It's
more
21.
"Eighty percent
meeting is Feb. 8.
have
idea
for
for
the
"If
Quayle.
shows,"
said
an
and
venues
to
host
said
say,"
profitable
l.
you
something
all-ages
>rtunities ranging from booking you want to volunteer your time to work towards that, if Joe Reiher, guitar player for local metal-core band Lauren can be reached at
>or at the venue, from planning
we have the resources we definitely want to help."
They Come In Swarms. "Kids are more likely to suppadgettl@seattleu.edu
,

—

-

Bands, the group is anticipating their West coast tour this
spring break.

ty's own Party
be heard rockion basement
to three times
ing to get reccity.
rummer

John

"alternaik" vibe, Party
leveloped'their
lg an

rnsive practice

•

recent

accep-

's Battle of the

t

scheduled to hit
Portland, Eugene, San Francisco, Sacramento and L.A.
on a tour they booked themselves.
This group is one to watch
and yoii can support them
through checking out their
myspace.com band page, or
just stopping in to the prac-

They

are

tice room sometime to say

hello.
Courtesy

of Party at the Vatican

Party at the Vatican, From left, John Englehardt, Harley Hunner, Corey Blaustien, Jeremy Juel.

Courtesy of Gorey Blaustien

Corey Blaustien of Party at the Vatican rocks out at a recent El Corazon
performance.
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Thurs., Feb. 1
First Thursday Art Walk
Free viewings of art across
the city, check listings

entertainment
SAM Olympic Scupture Park Opens to Public
A

Teresita Fernandez's "Seattle
Cloud Cover" was created
especially for the park, and
spans a set of railroad tracks.

Food, Not Bombs
Free veggie meal
Occidental Park
Every Thursday
Sayn, Oriya, Your Divine
Tragedy

$8
7 p.m.
El Corazon

Author of "Alternadad,"
Neal Pollack, with Dan
Savage

Free, 21+
Chop Suey
Deerhoof
$12
8 p.m.
Neumos
Fri., Feb. 2

Mark di Suvero's "Bunyon's
Chess" stands on a hillside
with the Space Needle
visible in the background.
Michael Fehrenbach

The Spectator

Carbon Leaf
$21 $28
8 p.m.
The Paramount
-

Meet and Greet with Ozzy
guitarist Zakk Wylde

Free
Listen to KISW 99.9 for

tickets
El Corazon
Before I Die, The Ellis
Armor, Lay to Rest
$7
8 p.m.
The Showbox
Sat., Feb. 3

The Roots
$32.50, 21+
8 p.m.

The Showbox
Beast Please Be Still,
Bronze Fawn, We Wrote
the Book on Connecters

Jackie Canchola

The Spectator

Jackie Canchola

The Spectator

$5
8 p.m.
Atlas Clothing

Sun., Feb. 4
Super Bowl Sunday

Claes Oldenburg's giant
"Typewriter Eraser, Scale X"
can be seen by cars passing through the park
on Elliott Avenue.

Mon. Feb. 5
Jack's Mannequin, Head
Automatica
$20
6 p.m.
The Showbox

Tues., Feb. 6
Chinese New Year
Celebration

$7
Campion Ballroom

Young Love, Moros Eros

$TBA
7 p.m.
Studio Seven

Alexandar Calder's

"Eagle" as seen at sunset.
The park is open from 7
a.m. until 6 p.m. daily.
Michael Fehrenbach

The Spectator
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God's faults evident with unstellar MXPX rerelease
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer

Upon seeing the

name

review, most of you will

of this

probably

ask, "Isn't MXPX that tormented
crew of spikey-haired Christian
rock sissies that I remember vaguely from sixth grade?" Well, the answer is yes, but you get a review of
their new CD anyway.
The story of how they got that
meaningless name MXPX in the
first place is quite frankly as boring
as stories can be. Suffice to say, they
blindly pulled it from the same bag
of unoriginal monikers as fellow
empties NOFX and AFI.
Regardless, MXPX, now in its
15th year leaving audiences all
around the nation completely underwhelmed, is back with a twodisc re-release of their not-so-classic album "Let It Happen."
From what I gleaned from several duller-than-dull online interviews with the band, the album
is an attempt to regain a teetering audience of angsty adolescent
Christians.

"I was a teenage punk rock skate
kid, dealing with religion, God
and the world, and how I related
with family and authority, and a
small bit of politics and current
affairs that's what I wrote about,"
said lead singer Mike Herrera in
a recent interview with Christian
Music Today.
Eloquently put, Mike. But seriously, what do the young WASPs
of the world need with more naive
pop-punk hipsters spouting fauxwisdom into their delicate ears?
"Let It Happen," much like
the band's name, is a meaningless
jumble, a terribly trite collection
of misdirected stabs at teen ac—

ceptance.

The first song, called "Role Remodeling" (it's also the first single
and one of three new songs on the
disk), is a tribute that Jesus, who,
like any other self-respecting deity,
will promptly send back to Target.
If you don't believe, breathe deeply
this pungent example of lyrical
flatulence: "We're gonna break the
rules, but we don't see it as a crime.
We're here to change the world,

and finally this is our time."
Please don't tell me these are
actual lyrics to this song. I honestly can't handle a cliche this
powerful, it's pure kryptonite. To
be completely truthful, I almost
threw this CD away after the first
time I heard this song. I felt it was
my moral obligation, my duty as
a person who cares, however remotely, about the well-being and
mental stability of other people.
Then I remembered the CD wasn't
mine.

As far as the rest of the disc,
well, there's only so much you can
say about something so unbelievably mediocre. Hooky pop-punk
that channels the Green Day and
Blink 182 energy (in the most
Christian, non-pagan sense of the
phrase) into something that leaves
you feeling like you ate one too
many pieces of Juicy Fruits.
If this is the kind of music you
like, pick up something The Descendents released in the '80s, or
maybe even that first CD by The
Ramones. If you're going to listen
to garbage, you might as well cul-

Courtesy www.toothandnail.com

ture

yourself.

So, in closing, MXPX is a band
on a mission to give white, Christian, suburban teens the support
system they so desperately need. If
you listen to this, prepare to take

heed, good students and spread
the gospel of mediocrity and tacky
dress throughout the land.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu

When reality TV becomes disgustingly too fake
Emily Holt
Staff Writer
Who doesn't love reality television? I mean really; who does not
love to watch parents pay half a
million dollars

on

their spoiled,

brace-faced daughters' birthday
parties? Or a party in Paris for
six months in the so-called "Real
World" without any real worry of
work, rent, bills, scholastic aptitude or general direction in life?
Reality television is a bit like a
train wreck or a horrific accident
on 1-5; within seconds of sight,
one's entire frontal lobe is turned
upside down and forever messed
with speech stops, one's mouth
drops open letting the tiniest bits
of saliva escape, and shock ensues,
shutting down all other important
bodily functions.
—

MTV, finding myself in the midst
of one southern Californian princess' birthday planning.
Oh, what would Bill say about
this? MTV's "My Super Sweet
Sixteen" will begin this treatise
on

reality television.

rather, demands that
she be carried into her birthday

requests

bash

—

on a

—

sofa Cleopatra style by

four buff gentlemen?
The general "bimboness" yes,
an official term when referring to
—

such

Sadly, "My Super Sweet Sixteen" pales in comparison in terms
ofraunchiness or vulgarity to the
other shows which I witnessed,
but it began the cynicism that I
feel creeping over me as I write
and shares the general theme of
ridiculousness.
The moment that the sugarcoated pop music ends in the intra to "My Super Sweet Sixteen"
and tells me I am cordially invited
to [insert food name here
ie.
Cookie, Candy]'s 16th birthday
party, simultaneously bringing
back bitter memories of my 16th

—

creatures

—

that is the cen-

tral theme of this particular show,
does however carry over into my
new favorite show: "The Real
Housewives of Orange County."
This lovely television...show
begins with a cheery voice over
stating that "Life is...different...
in a gated community." Ah yes, it
'tis. "The Real Housewives ofOrange County" chronicles the lives
of four women and their families
in the midst of their family "issues" and their "struggle" to the
top of their respective industries.
The producers of this show certainly chalk up the pity for you.
As viewers, we are supposed to
pity that these children in these
families have never worked a day
in their lives.
Apparently only seven million families in the world live in
gated communities. How could
you not pity that when only 2.4
.million children in Uganda have
lost their parents to AIDS? Speaking of pity, that is truly the most
shameless part of this brand of
reality television the sob stories
about such "characters" lives that
are conjured up so that we feel
sorry for a woman who just has to
get $250 eye lash extensions.
However, the best, and truly
the most educational experience
that I had while researching this
article was watching "My Bare
Lady," a British reality show in
which four American female
porn stars take acting lessons and
-

Courtesy www.mtv.com

Cher tries on jewelry with her mother in preparation of her Mardi Gras
themed party in a recent episode of MTV's "My Sweet Sixteen."
Countless times I have sat
down in front of the television
hoping to watch something of
actual substance; you know the
O'Reilly Factor or Fox News and
find that O'Reilly didn't have any
gospel with which to correct my
errant hippie ways. This is when
I despondently surfed over to
—

—

birthday party spent in a dingy
Chuckie's Cheese, all the normal
symptoms ensue. And I can't look
away. I just'can't. Who could look
away when watching mediocre
looking girls beg their fathers
for new BMW's and then have
temper tantrums when he jokingly says no? Or when said girl

perform Shakespeare plays alongside British actors in London's
West End. George Bernard Shaw
would truly be proud that his

magnificent work, "Pygmalion,"
has now progressed into such an
interpretation.

Courtesy

of www.bravotv.com

Laurie, one of the five women on Bravo's "The Real Housewives of
Orange County," shows off her new ring while at lunch with friends.
The plays are directed by forBritish actor, Christopher
Biggins. The judges are two men
one middle aged, the other
slightly older. They truly have a
hard time when they must ask
the women to "have an orgasm
for them" in order to ascertain
their acting ability.
The women auditioning are
from all walks of life, varying degrees of innocence and possessing
various degrees ofreading ability.
The "best" were the ones who
could actually string sentences
together; my favorite "slip-up"
included, "Where fart thou Romeo?" Yes, I may sound a bit too
harsh mocking someone's inability
to read. Just maybe.
My investigative reporter instincts also picked up on a notable
difference in the reaction ofmales
and females to this particular show.
Case 1:19 year-old male eats up
sob story ofhomeless girls turned
porn actress turned multimillionaire. Case 2: 19 year-old female
vomits silently in her mouth.
Be sure to catch this one
though. You would never believe
how much comedic material you
could get from these women.
mer

-

-

-

-

Truly, my favorite "actress" was a
Dolly-Parton look alike that possessed wit, charm and appreciated
Shakespeare. She was completely
unabashed about her career and
when asked how she got into it,
she simply replied, "One thing
leads to another and suddenly
you've got your butt in the air."
Well put.
Fortunately for the fate of television quality and for the general
well-being of every American's
brain, reality TV shows are in slow
demise. According to my official
sources in Hollywood, scripted
shows are coming back. And who
doesn't notice that each preview
that hints at a new musical reality
show incites a little less enthusiasm in the general watcher than
the first one did.
So enjoy reality TV while it
lasts; a note of advice, British reality seems to be where it's at less
ofyour new age "Audition to be a
character in the new rendition of
Grease!" and more "Big Brother,"
"Real World," "Date My Mom"
style the classics.
-

-

Emily can be reached at
holte1@seattleu.edu
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Upcoming
Sporting
Events
Thurs., Feb. 1

UW women's
basketball vs.
Arizona State
7 p.m.
Bank of America Arena

Sat., Feb. 3
UW women's
basketball vs.
Arizona State
1 p.m.
Bank of America Arena
Women's basketball

at Seattle Pacific
1:30 p.m.
Royal Brougham
Pavilion

Men's basketball

at Seattle Pacific
3:30 p.m.
Royal Brougham
Pavilion

Seattle Sonics vs.
Chicago Bulls
7:30 p.m.
Key Arena
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Women's team ready to take conference
After six straight conference wins the Redhawks are poised to advance
from the field during the match up. Game leaders
included Laina Sobczak, junior
forward, who had 14 points.
cent shooting

Brenda Stice
Sports Editor
Not only did every eligible
player see playing time in Tuesday's women's basketball game,
but they also all scored at least
four points in the team's third
victory in a week.
As the team faced Evergreen
State College with as few as 10
players available to participate,
some might have expected the
team to struggle. Dan Kriley,
head coach, thought otherwise.
"Our depth has gotten better even though we only have 10
on the roster that are currently
healthy," said Kriley. "Everyone
is comfortable with what we're
doing right now."
What they're doing is winning. The Redhawks have gone
on a no-mercy, victory spree
-stopping at nothing.
Tuesday's win saw the team
scoring 81 points, the second
highest game total all season. The
Redhawks also had a combined
total of 23 assists and 61.5 per-

Carly Fromdahl,

senior center,

contributed 13 points as well.
"Yeah, that [winning by 30
points] was the plan," said Kriley.
"It was kind of a tough transition
on a Tuesday night when were
used to playing on Thursday."
But that game was just a
glimpse of the two conference
victories that preceded it.
Last weekend, Seattle traveled
to Western Oregon University
and took their fifth consecutive
conference win, defeating the
Wolves 72-53Seattle came out strong, going on a 10 point run, but allowed the Wolves to battle back
to a one-point lead at half time.
Following the break, the Wolves
continued to increase their lead
until the Redhawks went on another run that would not let up
until the end of the game.
Kamrica Ary-Turner, junior
forward, had a career-high 20
points, including eight free-throw

shots during the victory.
Just two days before that
game, Seattle defeated Central
Washington University on their
home court.
Seattle's offense saved the
game for them after they allowed
the Wildcats an early lead, but
were able to comeback with 21
consecutive points to erase the
deficit. Seattle's defense would
later pick up and hold the Wildcats scoreless for nearly 14 minutes.

Sobczak led the offensive efforts with 19 points and 13 rebounds, earning a double-double
in the win.
Going back just a couple days
earlier, the team made history by
being ranked eighth in the West
Region, a first-time feat for the
women's program since going to
Division 11.
With things going the way
they are and a record like theirs,
the team couldn't have much to
complain about.
"We're sitting at 15-4 and Seattle hasn't been there [in] forever," said Kriley.

The Redhawks are scheduled
face current first place contender Seattle Pacific University
this Saturday at 1:30 p.m. The
game's outcome will have a huge
impact on the conference standings, determining first and second place.
"We'll be in full possession of
first place if we beat Seattle Pacific
on Saturday," said Kriley. "We've
got a nice stretch here. We've got
8 games remaining, and five of
those games are at home. The
toughest part of our conference
schedule is behind us."
That being said, the team is
preparing as they would for any
other game: with confidence.
"As far as SPU, they have always been a great team but to
us [they're] just another team in
the GNAC," said Ary-Turner last
week. "With our defense and if
we continue to play well together,
all I can say is that [we] are excited and ready for the challenge."
to

Brenda can be reached at
sticeb@seattleu.edu

ROTC's battle of the branches Woman's Lacrosse
set to enter league
Once the Air Force cadets found
their groove on offense they were
able to battle back, scoring two
back-to-back touchdowns. Once
again however, the midshipmen
went on the offensive, going up by
two touchdowns.
"Navy was pretty strict about it,
we came in a little more relaxed,"
said John Cline, junior computer
science major. "But, as the game
went on, it got more intense. Whenever there is inter-service competition it gets very tense; it was exciting

though."
With only 30 seconds remaining in the game, Visneski caught a
touchdown pass, which brought the
Air Force within one point of tying
the game. The cadets attempted a
two-point conversion and were successful, giving them the win in the
first ever, ROTC Navy-Air Force

challenge.
Courtesy

Roberta Abbott

John Visneski, senior computer science major, runs for the final twopoint conversion of the game. Visneski had two touchdowns.

of Washington engaged in the first
ever flag football challenge.
"The [University of Washing-

selves to start a few annual football
games," said Cadet Lt. Colonel
John Visneski, senior computer science major. "They challenged the
SU Army ROTC earlier this year
in a Toy's for Tots game, and then
challenged us a few weeks ago."
Visneski is one of three Seatde
University students who are members of the University of Washington Air Force ROTC program, and
who competed in Saturdays game.
The Navy Midshipmen came
out strong initially, scoring the
first two touchdowns of the game.
However, because the team lacked
a kicker they were forced to attempt
a two-point conversion after every

ton] Navy has taken it upon them-

score.

Nicholas Lollini
Editor-in-Chief
As the bright lights of Husky
Stadium shone through the brisk air
on Saturday night, a football batde
royale raged on the field below.
Though through the eyes of an
outsider, the similarities between

the two branches of the military
outweigh any perceivable differences, but sharp differences became
evident as the Air Force and Navy
ROTC programs of the University

"It was pretty incredible playing
under the lights in a big stadium,"
said Cline.
As a result of Seattle University's lack of an Air Force or Navy
ROTC program, students involved
in those programs must commute
to the UW to participate. However,
despite being "cross-town cadets,"
Seatde University members say that
the university is committed to these
programs, supports them and provides grant money to the cadets.
"Overall most of the competitions are morale and welfare based.
It's good to kick back for a while
and not concentrate on studies as
much," said Visneski. "It allows us
to showcase our coordination and
leadership abilities."

Nicholas can be reached at
loliinin@seattleu.edu

Jessica Van Gilder
Staff writer

They might not

get to

push each

other, and they may have to wear
kilts, but that does not mean the
women on the lacrosse team will
not be feared going into their 2007
season.

After starting just two years ago,
the women's lacrosse team is now
preparing for competitive league
games as a new member of the US
Lacrosse Women's Division Intercollegiate Associates.
"Being a brand new team is
kind of intimidating, but I think
we're going to get our adrenaline
going and I think we're going to
be pretty good," said Amy Evans,
sophomore psychology major.
For Allison Purcell, sophomore
captain and nursing major, just
getting out on the field to get noticed and play competitively excites
her.
"We're actually [going to] count
[and] actually have names on our tshirts with people starting to notice
us," said Purcell.
However, it's more than uniforms this team enjoys about the
game. The "finesse" oflacrosse adds
an element that separates it from
other sports.
"It's a very complicated game,
but a very interesting game," said
Erin Engelhardt, advisor. "You
have to be aggressive, but you can't
be too aggressive because you can
only check the stick."
Unlike men's lacrosse, women
players are only allowed to hit other
player's sticks, which means that
pushing and hitting the opponent

"What makes it unique is just
the mixtute of the finesse of the
game and having the discipline to
know the rules, abide by the rules
and yet still make it a very entertaining competitive game," said
Even though Purcell said sometimes

she would like

to

display

aggressiveness towards other
players, it is more exciting when she
is able to outwit another player.
"We're wearing kilts and we
have to be able to outsmart other
players and be able to play gracefully," said Purcell.
Despite the needed grace to play
lacrosse, the team consists ofplayers at all different levels.
Evans, who started mid-season
last year, was put into a game without even knowing the rules. However, the team feels that the varying
levels of experience do not hinder
the team's progress.
"[The team is doing] ten times
better than I imagined. I had really high hopes for this year and
they've been exceeded already," said
Engelhardt. "We had some new additions to the team, who had some
experience from high school and
it's helping the folks who are new
to really jump right in and get betmore

r

»

The team is still welcoming newcomers as well. Theresa

Thelen-Clemmons, sophomore
nursing major, said she
looks forward to putting their teamwork to

El
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Gweth hits back-to-back three's in final minutes
Sean Towey
Staff Writer

guard, intercepted a forced Anchorage pass and then went on to

Seattle University's thrilling
comeback win against Alaska University Anchorage was the story of
two titans battling it out. Seattle's
Chris Gweth, freshman guard and
Anchorage's Joe Davis, junior forward, each scored 17 points in the
65-64 Redhawk victory.
Though Anchorage lead most
ofthe game, Gweth subbed in late
during the second half and took
control, hitting back-to-back
three pointers one resulting in
a four point play. This turned a
51-56 Seattle deficit into a 58-56
Seattle lead.
Though he was the game hero,
Gweth said he wasn't nervous.
"I was trying to do anything
to help my team," said Gweth.
"I wasn't nervous, I was more
just pumped up. When we took
the lead, that really pumped me
up.
Minutes later, Seattle's defense
stifled Anchorage's last-ditch efforts. Anchorage's offense came
into the game with the NCAA
Division II national-best, 21 assists per game.
Ryan Webb, senior point-

»

nail the game winning free throws
in front of a breathless crowd of

354 people.
Ultimately, Anchorage could
not handle the defensive contribu-

tion of Webb and offensive prowof Gweth and Leigh Swanson,
sophomore forward, who put up
a game-high 19 points as well as
grabbing seven rebounds.
The win lifted the Redhawk's
morale after a difficult one point
loss on Thursday night against
University of Alaska Fairbanks.
The Nanooks beat the Redhawks
with a hail mary shot in the last
second of the 57-56 game.
Webb was busy in that game as
well, keeping the stat keepers busy
with 10 points, six rebounds, four
assists and three steals.
According to Joe Callero, head
coach, the one-point loss followed
by the one-point win was emotional, but not overwhelming.
"One of our goals as a coaching staffand as a team is to not get
too high after a win and not get
too low after a loss," said Callero.
"We want to be even keel."
The results have made the
GNAC interesting, to say the
ess

least. Anchorage, Seattle and
Fairbanks are now ranked third,
fourth and fifth in that order, all
with 4-3 records.
Each team faces a tough upcoming week. Fairbanks plays the
number one team, Saint Martin's
University on Thursday, Anchorage plays Saint Martin's on Saturday and Seattle plays archrival,
Seattle Pacific University on Saturday.
If the Redhawks can defeat
Seattle Pacific a second time this
season and if Anchorage drops
the game to Saint Martin's, Seattle will move up to second in
the standings.
"If we play our A game, no
one can beat us," said Gweth.
"We just [have] got to start being more consistent."
Though the team has a strong
group of young players, Callero
credits the team's success to the
leadership of his seniors.
"We have three seniors that
have such a great grasp of the
mental game," said Callero. "Having Ryan Webb is like having another assistant coach."

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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After Chris Gweth scored two consecutive three-pointers, Ryan Webb
sealed the Redhawks victory as he made two free throws.

Track sets the blocks for season Swim preps for meet
nlhe
Steidl a positive oudook on what the
athletes on the team can really do this

Redhawk's, being
Division 11, do not
have the same level of

season.
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Alex Riedlinger

Jessie DiMariano
StaffWriter
Seatde University's track and field
opened their season strong,
competing in the University of
Washington's Indoor Preview. If it's
any indicator ofhow their season will
go, they're on the right, well, track.
During the tournament, the men's
4x400 meter relay team finished second, beating conference rival Western
Washington University.
In the women's one-mile run,
Charisse Arce, senior captain and distance runner, finished in 19th place
with a time 0f5:35.39.
Lindsay Currier finished in 11th
place in the women's shot put with a
top throw of 9.95 meters.
With solid placements already
on the team's record, the hope is that
there will be an overall higher standard of competition this season.
"Having some of the younger athletes on the team will hopefully raise
the level ofexpectations for [the] team
from indoor to outdoor, and from this
year to next year," said Trisha Steidl,
head coach.
That is just what Nicholas Alteam

varado, freshman distance runner, did
during the indoor preview, carrying
his cross country success indoors by
finishing 23rd in the one mile run
with a time of 4:35.89. Alvarado
is one of fourteen freshmen on the
team.

"I think it's exciting to have a
young team because I am helping
them build a foundation for the SU
track program," said Arce.
But the young student-athletes
aren't the only difference between
this season and last: die team has also
focused on better preparation for the
2007 season.
"No one did [a] whole lot of training in die off season last year," said
Steidl. "But with the training that
everyone has been doing, they are
coming in with much better skills
and overall fitness level."
The extra training is definitely a
plus for the athletes individually.
"We do a lot of different supplemental activities besides running like
polymetrics and a more structured
lifting schedule, and I think that's
great," said Arce.
The talent on the team combined
with additional training has given

"Lindsay Curriers strength is the
discus and she's really going to make
some waves," said Steidl. "It's interesting because people don't have any idea
just how good she is."
On the men's side, the 4x400 team
Nicholas Dols, Travis Glover, Daniel
Sullivan and Loyal Allen, Jr. compete
together this season.
With preseason success andbetter
preparation for competition, the team
is hoping for the best, and looking
forward to the move up to Division
I.
"Moving up to Division I would
make it a possibility of having an
actual track and field facility," Steidl
said. "And that would make a huge
difference in terms of being able to
train and host our own meets."
Such a move would also be easier
for the team than expected, as Steidl
has coached in Division I previously.
"It's definitely a great conference, so it would be possible in that
I would know what to expect," said
Steidl. "So the transition would be
fairly easy, and there would be a lot
more opportunity and higher level of

competition."
The expectations for this season
are ones that would benefit the team
in the future, not just this season, and
leave a lasting impression on Seattle
University track and field.
"My biggest hope is we become
more competitive in our conference,"
said Arce. "We have a lot of potential
and I sincerely believe that it is only in
due time that Seattle U becomes a big
contender in the Northwest."
The team is scheduled to compete
its
first regular season event Feb.
in
at
II
8:30 a.m. at the University of
Washington Indoor Open.

funding and recruitment as the
highly-ranked UW team.
The atmosphere at the Husky
pool became charged when team
captain Gordon Smith, junior political science major, took first place
in the 200-yard freestyle, posting a
"B" cut time of 1:43.68.
Smith hopes to see a large group
of SU swimmers go to nationals
this year. Cuevas echoed Smith's
sentiment, saying she hoped the
team would "take as many to nationals as last year."
Both Coley, and Anna Vanha,
junior biology major, are the only
two SU swimmers that have already qualified for the NCCA
Championships this year. The rest
of the team has one more meet to
clinch a spot, the Pacific Collegiate
Swimming Conference Championships in Long Beach, California.

"I am also part ofseveral relays
that have yet to meet cut and we
need every member," said Coley.
"I'm going to be racing as hard as
can.
1»
Bryson Chiu, freshman premajor, finished second in two events,
the 200-yard individual medley
(1:57.57) and the 100-yard back-

jor,

is one of SU's top distance

swimmers and finished second in
the 500 freestyle with a time of
4:49.44. Thompson placed third
overall in the 1000 freestyle but
finished ahead of his own teammates, with a time of 9:51.35.
Jeff Morrison, junior criminal
justice major, also did well at the
meet, with a second place time
of 59.13 in the 100-yard breaststroke.
Before nationals, the team is
looking forward to the conference
meet. The UW meet provided the
swimmers with tough competition
and though the Huskies came out
on top, Seattle University's swim
team maintained an upbeat attitude with a mind for their remaining competitions.
"This is the first time, I think,
we have ever competed against a
Pac 10 school," said Coley. "Being
able to see that level of talent was
really beneficial for us. Swimming
against them was just preparation
for what we're going to have to
face [at nationals]."
Leah can be reached at
newcombl@seattleu.edu

Lacrosse begins
B"We

have

lot of really

U lacrosse is in existence," said

people. They have
all improved dramati-

Engelhardt. "I really think we're
really going to be a force to reckon

cally," said Thelen-Clemmons. "I'm
looking forward to it all coming
together in a game, putting up a
fight against UW."
Engelhardt also mentioned a
similar goal, to "not let anything
in purples beat us."

with."
The first chance for the team
to prove themselves is scheduled
for Feb. 24 during a tournament
hosted by Pacific Lutheran University.

a

new

Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu

stroke (54.69).
Dwight Thompson, senior sociology and military science ma-

to

"I want to see what we can show
other teams, show that Seattle

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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Recently an alcohol forum was held to discuss the
role of alcohol at Seattle University. One important
issue was raised at the forum: the question of whether
student leaders should be held to a higher standard when
it comes to alcohol consumption.
It should be stated upfront that in no way does The
Spectator endorse irresponsible, reckless, or underage
consumption of alcohol. That being said, if student leaders choose to indulge in a responsible and moderate
manner, they should be allowed to do so without having to deal with ramifications from Seattle University's
administration.
Leaders on campus are placed in a unique position,
in which they are not only responsible to the university
as a whole, but also to the organizations which they
represent and the students that work within those or-
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ganizations.
In situations where student leaders have behaved in

Garret Sweet

an

Ad Sales Representative

Emily James
Ad Sales Representative

irresponsible manner, the greatest penalty that can be
incurred is not in the form of a punishment or sanctions
from the university, but rather from the loss of respect
from the peers that they represent and work with.

Jessie DiMariano

Leaders

Staff Writer

on

campus learn very quickly that their

own

of their organizations is entirely
reliant on the people that devote their time, energy, their
success

and the

success

college experience to the success of those respective

or-

ganizations. In order to be a successful leader one must

delegate, have a vision, but most
importantly leaders must have the respect of those that
work around them.
For student leaders who would squander that essential
element of their management to overindulge for a period
of time, the blow that their own organization will deal
them is greater than the consequence of any contract or
code of conduct.
Many students complain about the current alcohol
policy at Seattle University, however fail to take into account that the penalties served by the university conduct
system do not hold a candle to the penalty that state law
places upon offenders.
Responsibility and moderation are the keys to alcohol consumption regardless ofwhether individuals find
themselves in the role of a student leader. Leaders must
be conscientious of their actions and behaviors at all
times, constantly weighing the consequences of those
be able

to motivate,

said behaviors.
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Private lives of Seattle students not so private
Carey Smith
Designer

A group of our college peers
the University of Washington
met last Tuesday night to discuss
issues pertinent to their entire
student body. A group of student
leaders voted to expand UW's code
of conduct to off campus actions.
The change in their code of conduct means that citations given
from the City ofSeattle can affect
a student's standing at the UW.
These steps seem radical to
many college students, but they
are not so far fetched. One recent
Seattle Post-Intelligencer article
cited a similar stance on student
conduct at Washington State University.
But a school with yet another
similar code of conduct and one
that many students are wholly
unaware of is Seattle University,
where the administration's jurisdiction touches more than just
the residence halls. As quoted in
the Code of Student Conduct,
their jurisdiction is laid out quite
simply:
"This Code applies to (i) all
undergraduate students; (ii) all
at

—

ing holidays and examination periods, for a toal of 27 issues during the

-
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graduate students; (iii) all students
professional programs; and (iv)
all recognized or unofficial student
groups. The Code applies principally to conduct that occurs on
in

university premises or at university-related activities or facilities.
[...] Off-campus conduct may also
subject a student to disciplinary or
other appropriate administrative
action when, in

the judgment of

university officials, the alleged conduct has a negative impact on the
university community or its mission or the broader community."
To complicate things further,
their definition of a "student" is
very loose.
"Students are individuals who
either are registered for at least
one course at the university, or,
although not officially enrolled
for a particular term, have clearly
manifested an intent to attend, remain in attendance, or return to

the university. Examples include
students who are enrolled,
but not taking classes because of
an academic break, or medical or
other personal leave; students who
demonstrate the intent to enroll
by attending summer/fall orientation; and/or students participating
[...]

in other institutions' study abroad

they developed out of the blue. In-

programs."

stead, student leaders were given
a choice: they could expand their
code of conduct themselves, or the
State of Washington would do it
for them. Senator Ed Murray, a
Democrat representing the 43rd
congressional district, threatened
to introduce legislation that would
hold students responsible at UW
when they got in trouble with the

In fact, the Code of Conduct
allows Seattle University to give a
disciplinary "write-up" to a student
on summer break for drinking in
their own home.
What gives Seattle University
the power to develop such a rigid
jurisdiction? It is largely because
it is a private university, while the
UW is a state school.
In the eyes of the administration as a student you are Seattle
University's property. The ownership SU has enables them to invade your private life for whatever
reason they want. It is largely a
matter of chance that a student
might get caught of campus, but
do not think that certain individuals will allow this totalitarian
jurisdiction to go un-exploited. If
you get on the wrong side of our
administration, they will take all
measures necessary to make sure
you are unwelcome on campus or
in the dorms.
Another issue that complicates
matters is that the UW is facing
increasing pressure from state
lawmakers. The expanded conduct code there wasn't something

police.
As students we have a need to
know our rights with the school
and the law. It is hard to not
notice the action being taken by
the big dogs across the water. But
SU has always had a similar code
of conduct, a fact that for some
reason remains a mystery to the
largely uniformed student body.
Be carefully, my peers. As I write
this, a friend is informing me that
one of our classmates was written
up on campus for alcohol intoxication somewhere else in the city. Be
smart...it is easier than you think
for Seattle University to pry their
nose into your private life.
Carey can be reached at
smithc3@seattleu.edu

spectator@seattleu.edu
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Bush had his turn, it's time for Sundborg's "State of the Union"
demands of Jesuit values? What
would he say in a State of the University address?
Many feel that Seattle UniverDuring the most recent State
of the Union address, President sity is going against its Jesuit valBush talked about the numerous ues in turning Bessie Burton into
problems facing the nation and a residence hall. That is debatable.
how he intends to address them. Many feel that Seattle University
His words met cheering from the should make the move up to Dileft and cheering from the right, as vision 1. That is debatable. Many
well as deafening silence.
question the Catholic Church's
The political, economic and place in the current world. That
social state of the United States is is debatable.
What is not debatable is that
a complicated issue, and Bush did
in a time of remarkable and rapid
his best to succumb to the Democratic majority as well as push forchange at Seattle University, there
ward his administration's agenda.
is a lack ofcentral leadership. OfAny person ofpower performs tentimes there is the feeling that
this delicate balancing act, includthe university's separate commiting the leader ofSeattle University, tees and colleges are acting in their
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, SJ. With own best interest instead of the
the closing of Bessie Burton, the best interest ofSU as a whole.
What is the university's plan?
sex abuse debacle earlier in the
Where should we be in one year,
year and questions about the culfive years, 10 years? Where is this
ture ofalcohol on campus the very
university going and is that where
foundation this university rests on
has been under constant pressure we want to be?
Luckily, the Seattle University
much like the United States.
It got me to thinking: what community has a proven leader in
are the SU's plans in dealing with
Sundborg. His ability in leading
SU as well as, to a certain extent,
current issues not just on campus,
the entire Puget Sound region is
but in the rest of the world? Ultimately, how does Sundborg plan undeniable. He has the answers.
He just needs to voice them
to balance running a successful
educational institution with the more than at the beginning of the

Sean Towney
Staff Writer

-

-

—
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Carey Smith

year, through e-mails and during
brown bag luncheons.
In order to be successful, the
university needs visible as well as
strong leadership, from student
leaders as well as the administration. That has not happened this
year.
Seattle University has
sion statement. It needs
it with one voice.

one

to

mis-

speak

Sean can be reached at
towneys@seattleu.edu

A gross misrepresentation:
Why science is going down the tubes
Lauren Padgett
Features Editor

I am interested in gross things.
So is my 10 year-old sister. Pacific
Science Center's "Grossology" exhibit seemed perfect for a sisterly
outing, a time to bond with each
other over vats of puke and weird
smells.
Man, was I disappointed.
"Grossology: The (Impolite) Science of the Human Body" has been
flouted as a great testament to the
amazing power ofanimation while
providing a fun-filled learning experience for kids. It's advertised, no
pun intended, as real gasser when it
comes to fun exhibits and interactive games you can play with your
loved ones. The exhibit remains in
Seattle until May 6.
After paying a whopping $20
for us to get into the Center, we
wandered around until we found
Building Four the home of the
exhibit. Walking in to a wood
paneled room with a dusty smell
and the drone of screaming kids, I
wanted to puke before I even saw
the exhibit in its entirety.
The entire show was housed in a
single room filled with non-inspiring, highly visual exhibits with litde
content. What I saw advertised was
an interactive and intriguing look
and what it
at the human body
ended up being was a gimmick.
The exhibit included a pinball
machine designed to show the intestines within the human body,
although you're too busy playing
pinball to notice the board itself.
There was even a pimple wall
kids could scale the cheek of an
acne-covered person like the rock
climbing wall at REI.
-

-

-

Also featured was a video game
called, "Urine Game," where you
send toxins out of your body
through your, well, you know.
The kids played to win points and
beat the high score, which I did,
although I hate to brag.
The disappointing reality, which
I found to be evident throughout
the exhibit, is the kids did not
even take the time to read the
introduction to the video game
that described the toxins all they
knew is that certain shapes could
pass through the tunnel and certain
ones had to be avoided. Every child
I watched skipped the introduction
designed to make them understand
what they were doing, which left
them learning nothing at all.
It was obvious that all the parents there were telling themselves
they were helping their children
learn, but in reality they were simply watching them play.
These games, while cleverly
designed did not test or challenge
anything. It was about knowing
how to play a video game not
learning about science.
Where is the education in
that?
After about 20 minutes at the
"Grossology" exhibit my sister
and I decided to see what else was
going on. Walking up a ramp we
uncovered a large, open room with
two huge plastic chessboards and
one checkers board with white and
black cones for pieces the ones
that if painted orange, belong on
the side of the street. The description on the wall said that games
were a way to exercise the brain to
me it was simply a waste of space.
As for the rest of the museum,
it had not been updated in a while.
-

-

—

I vaguely remember seeing all of it
before. In fact, I had when I was
10 years old.
Luckily I didn't miss much.
I had not stepped into the Science Center for years and nothing
has changed. Science has evolved the
past 10 years on an unprecedented
scale and the world has morphed
completely but little has changed
at the Science Center. From the
dirty water fountains to the rusty
bike on a pendulum perched atop
a ring high above ground, the Science Center looks the same as it did
when I was younger.
Well, that's a bit of a lie they
remodeled the gift shop.
Our last stop took us to the kid's
room, filled with DNA exhibits
and reptiles. Walking upon what
seemed like an empty cage, I noticed a dead white rat lying at the
bottom. There was nothing else in
the cage. Just a dead rodent...no
explanation whatsoever.
The Science Center lies on invaluable ground for the City of
Seattle. Every day tourists from
all over the world come to see the
Space Needle; Seattle Center is
usually their first stop.
The Pacific Science Center
should be a place where people of
all ages come to be intrigued and
inspired by science, not just to be
entertained with empty, meaningless exhibits like "Grossology."
There should also be more than
one interesting exhibit at a time
in a place like the Science Center
for the price you should get the
product.
-

-

-

-

Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu

Few study options left for Seattle
University night owls
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
It's 11:40 p.m., still pretty
early by the standards of a college
student who needs to study.
My first stop was Starbucks,
but they had already closed, so 1
counted my losses and thought I
would go study in the law building, which is a really great place
to get work done.
After being there for 10 minutes, Public Safety came and
told me I had to leave because
the building was closing at midnight.
Strike two for my studying efforts. But then the Public Safety
officer, thinking he's helping me
out, tells me I can go to the first
floor of the library as if I don t already know about it when in fact,
I'm doing all that I can to avoid
ending up there.
And there you have strike
three.
I try and avoid the reading
room and the first floor of the
library late at night by general

principal. It's crowded, not conducive to studying and I don't feel
comfortable being there. Heaven
forbid if I had to go to the bathroom, it just does not work because I can't leave my belongings
and 1 don't feel safe.
I hate to state the obvious, but
this is a university and the fact
that students can't find adequate
study space is ridiculous.
It may seem like my problem
was only because I attempted to
find a place late at night, but at
this school similar situations arise
on a daily basis. The hours that
facilities remain open not only
are ridiculous but work against

students' ability to study.
Need proof? Look no further than the hours held by the
Lemieux Library.
I know we're at a smaller private university, but what other
university do you know of that
closes their library so early on
weekdays? Maybe 11:00 p.m.
does not seem early to a faculty
member or an administrator,
but from a student perspective,
studying doesn't always come to
an end on a regular schedule each

night.

At least the library in the
School of Law is open until midnight, but even so, the restrictive
hours would not be an issue if
there were other adequate facilities that could be used.
Not to mention that the first
floor of the library is ugly, to say
the least Though I don't mind using the reading room, after trying it a few nights this week I'm
convinced that a student has to
stake their claim on a spot early
in the day.
It would be great if more spaces
similar to the reading room could
be created to ease the crowding. If
theschool really wants to make an
effort maybe they could revamp
the first floor of the library (or
the whole thing before I graduate) and extend hours, but I'd hate
to expect too much.
Last year, when I lived in Bellarmine Hall, I could go to the
basement and study however late
I wanted to. I could make no
complaints about that space.
I don't live in Bellarmine this
year. In Campion, most people
leave to do their studying or attempt it in the lobby, where it's
too loud to get anything done.
Wait:l forgot about the study
lounge on the 12th floor. I remember when I was looking into
attending this school, the literature the university provided made
this lounge sound like an amazing
study space with lavish views.
Now I know better. The 12th
floor study room is the most pathetic attempt that I've yet discovered at creating a study space.
I would sincerely encourage an
administrator to go up there and
observe how ridiculous that space
is as a study lounge.

Bright lights, huge tables
where sitting is awkward and extremely uncomfortable couches
make this space worthless.
Because I've ruled out the
study lounges in the dorms, and
the 24-hour reading room usually
can't provide the space I need,
then really I've just got to go back
to my room, which I wanted to
leave in the first place so that I
could actually study.

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

voices

public
safety

reports
Jan. 22, 8:40 a.m. 111eft
Bon Appetite staff reported
the toaster left in the Pigott
Atrium 24/7 was taken.
—

Jan. 22, 9:45

p.m. Suspicious Circumstances
Public Safety came upon a
-

What are your plans for the Super Bowl
and who are you rooting for?
Photos and interviews by Megan Peter

male and female who had
been in the west lawn area
near Loyola, in the dark, for a
period of time. Public Safety
staff started to approach the
individuals to attain their
identification when the pair
took off running onto the
Swedish hospital campus.
Swedish security was alerted
of the descriptions and behavior.

Jan.

25, 11:25 p.m.

-

Nar-

cotics

Public Safety &C Residence Life
investigated a odor of marijuana coming from a residence in
the Murphy Apartments. The
student occupant and a guest
admitted smoking marijuana.
A small amount of marijuana
and a pipe were turned over
and flushed down the toilet.
The individuals were referred
to the conduct system.

Jan.

27, 2:15

a,m.

-

"Bears! (I just care because
I am from there)."
Laurie Ortega-Murphy, freshman
creative writing major

"I am going to drink beverages
and I don't much like either team,
but I am going for the Colts."
Nick Errico, sophomore marketing major

Mali-

cious Blood Borne Patho-

gen

Public Safety responded to a
call of blood on a white board
in Campion Hall. Upon arrival they found two hallway
white boards and other items
smeared with small drops of
blood. The Residence Hall
janitorial staff responded and
cleaned up the blood.

Jan. 27,3 a.m.

-

Suspicious

Circumstances

Public Safety spotted a male
climbing a ladder up to the
window of a residence in the
Murphy Apartments. Public
Safety and officers from the
Seattle Police Department

"Definitely rooting for the Colts because
the Bears knocked the Seahawks out."
Tommy Dunn, freshman biochemistry major

"I don't even know who is in the
Super Bowl. And my plans for it
will be working because I am the
only woman in my department and
everyone else will be watching it."
Chelsea Ramsay, first year law student

contacted the male, who was a
non-affiliate visiting a student;
he said that he was locked out
and planned to knock on his
friend s window to let him in.
Public Safety reminded the
guest there are apartment call
boxes at all entries, SPD gave
the man a trespass warning
before he left campus.

Jan. 29, 2:10 a.m.

-

Distur-

bance/Fight

Public Safety responding to a
call of a damaged sign came
upon a woman student who
socked a male friend twice in
face. The male, who was not
affiliated with Seattle University, said he was ok and did
not want any further action.
He then left campus. The student said the male grabbed her
cell phone and had a hold of
her hair, so she hit him.

[The team] with the best color jerseys."
Maari Reed, sophomore diagnostic
ultrasound major and Julie Oxenhandler,

sophomore marketing major

"I think I am gonna watch the game,
but I have a mid-term to study for.
Thanks a lot Matteo Ricci program."
Shea Meehan, freshman humanities major

